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resources: its database covers all aspects of movies and tv shows from ever genre. quality: all the movies in these videos are not encoded with a single video codec. this site also provides hdr10, dolby vision and dolby atmos. usability: this site is pretty straightforward and easy to navigate through. its search features are attractive too. resources: it has
movies and tv shows from the 1930s and 1940s to the 1990s, stretching up to the 2000s. quality: a large portion of the contenton these pagesare encoded with hevc (h.265). this gives a pretty good hd quality as well as uhd (4k) files. usability: the user interface is clean and the content is well organized. you can search movies and tv shows according to
their date of release or the year they were first aired on tv. but the page of the search results is not as glamorous as expected. resources: it offers trailers, download links, and featurettes to its users. quality: the quality of the content is rather good. the majority of the movies on this site are in hd and some are in 4k. it also provides dolby vision and dolby

atmos. and it is giving hdr10 videos too. usability: each movie comes with a pretty good description for its content. theres no clutter on the site. resources: its main feature is that it has a fast loading time. it is also compatible with all types of modern browsers and mobile phones. quality: this site has a wide variety of movies, from the teens and twenties to
the last decade. usability: its user interface is clean and attractive. the search bar is fine too. and you can upload your own videos too.
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